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Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 000, 1{5 (2008) Printed 18 Marh 2008 (MN LATEX style �le v2.2)Optial evolution of Nova Ophiuhi 2007 = V2615 OphU. Munari1, A. Henden2, M. Valentini1;3, A. Siviero1, S. Dallaporta4, P. Ohner4 and S.Tomasoni41INAF Astronomial Observatory of Padova, 36012 Asiago (VI), Italy2AAVSO, 49 Bay State Road, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA3Isaa Newton Group of Telesopes, Apartado de Correos 321, E-38700 Santa Cruz de La Palma, Spain4ANS Collaboration, /o Osservatorio Astronomio, via dell'Osservatorio 8, 36012 Asiago (VI), ItalyAepted .... Reeived ....; in original form ....ABSTRACTThe moderately fast Nova Oph 2007 reahed maximum brightness on Marh 28, 2007at V=8.52, B� V=+1.12, V �RC=+0.76, V � IC=+1.59 and RC � IC=+0.83, afterfast initial rise and a pre-maximum halt lasting a week. Deline times were tV2 =26.5,tB2 =30, tV3 =48.5 and tB3 =56.5 days. The distane to the nova is d=3.7 �0.2 kp,the height above the galati plane z=215 p, the reddening EB�V=0.90 and theabsolute magnitude at maximum MmaxV =�7.2 and MmaxB =�7.0. The spetrum fourdays before maximum resembled a F6 super-giant, in agreement with broad-bandolors. It later developed into that of a standard 'FeII'-lass nova. Nine days pastmaximum, the expansion veloity estimated from the width of H� emission omponentwas �730 km/s, and the displaement from it of the prinipal and di�use enhanedabsorption systems were �650 and 1380 km/s, respetively. Dust probably formedand disappeared during the period from 82 to 100 days past maximum, ausing (atpeak dust onentration) an extintion of �B=1.8 mag and an extra �EB�V=0.44reddening.Key words: stars: lassial novae1 INTRODUCTIONNova Oph 2007 (= V2615 Oph, hereafter NOph07) was dis-overed by H. Nishimura at �10 mag on photographi �lmexposed on Mar 19.81 UT (f. Nakano 2007), and on�rmedspetrosopially by Naito and Narusawa (2007). Das etal. (2007) reported infrared spetrosopy showing unusualand strong CO moleular bands in emission around optialmaximum. An early report on pre-maximum spetral ap-pearane of NOph07 in the optial was provided by Munariet al. (2007). Rudy et al. (2007) announed dust onden-sation ourring in NOph07 during May 2007, while Hen-den and Munari (2007) alibrated a BVRCIC photometriomparison sequene and measured an aurate astrometriposition (�J2000 = 17 42 44.013 �000.03, ÆJ2000 = �23 4035.05 �000.07).2 OBSERVATIONSThe BV RCIC photometri evolution of NOph07 has beenmonitored, for seven months and over a seven magnitude de-line, with three di�erent telesopes (identi�ed by a,b, let-ters below and in Figures 1 and 2): (a) the Sonoita ResearhObservatory (SRO) 0.35-m Celestron C14 roboti telesopeusing BV RCIC Opte �lters and an SBIG STL-1001E CCDamera, 1024�1024 array, 24 �m pixels � 1.2500/pix, with a

�eld of view of 200�200; (b) the 0.30-m Meade RCX-400 f/8Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope owned by Assoiazione Astro-�li Valle di Cembra (Trento, Italy). The CCD is a SBIGST-9, 512�512 array, 20 �m pixels � 1.7200/pix, with a �eldof view of 130�130. The B �lter is from Omega and theV RCIC �lters from Custom Sienti�; () the 0.50-m f/8Rithey-Cretien telesope operated on top of Mt. Zugna byMuseo Civio di Rovereto (Trento, Italy) and equipped withOpte UBV RCIC �lters. The CCD is an Apogee Alta U422048�2048 array, 13.5 �m pixels � 0.7000/pix, with a �eldof view of 240�240. The overall BVRCIC light- and olor-urves are presented in Figure 1.All photometri measurements were arefully tied tothe BVRCIC alibration sequene of Henden and Munari(2007). They are listed in Table 1 (available eletroni only).In all, we obtained 442 independent photometri measures(115 in V , 106 in B�V , 114 in V �RC, 106 in RC�IC, 107in V � IC) distributed over 67 di�erent nights. The meanpoissonian errors of the photometri points in Figure 1 is0.004 mag in V , 0.006 in B � V , 0.006 in V � RC, 0.003in RC � IC and 0.005 in V � IC. The mean r.m.s. of stan-dard stars from the linear �t to olor equations is 0.022 magin V , 0.032 in B � V , 0.029 in V � RC, 0.018 in RC � ICand 0.043 in V � IC. In spite of the exellent olor transfor-mations of all three instruments to the Henden and Munari(2007) omparison sequene, the presene of strong emission 2008 RAS
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2 U. Munari et al.

Figure 1. Light- and olor-urves of Nova Oph 2007. The dif-ferent symbols identify the telesopes used to ollet the datawhih are detailed in Set. 2. The ordinates at bottom are daysfrom maximum brightness, those at top are helioentri JD minus2450000.lines in the spetrum of NOph07 auses unavoidable di�er-enes between nova data reorded with di�erent telesopes,at the level of a few hundreds of a magnitude as Figure 2well illustrates.Low and medium resolution, absolutely uxed spetraof NOph07 were obtained on Marh 22.17 and 24.16 UT,2007 with the AFOSC imager+spetrograph mounted onthe 1.82m telesope operated in Asiago by INAF Astronom-ial Observatory of Padova. It is equipped with a TektronixTK1024 thinned CCD, 1024�1024 array, 24 �m pixel, witha sale perpendiular to dispersion of 0.67 00/pix. All obser-vations were performed with a 1.2600 slit aligned along theparallati angle. We adopted a 300 ln/mm grism, overingthe 3500-7780 �A interval at 4.24 �A/pix dispersion, and a1720 ln/mm volume phase holographi grism, for the range6400-7050 �A at 0.64 �A/pix.Low and medium resolution, absolutely uxed spetra

Figure 2. Enlargement of the early portion of Nova Oph 2007photometri evolution. The meaning of the solid and dashed linesis outlined in Set. 3.1. Symbols and ordinates as in Figure 1. Thearrows point to times when we reorded optial spetra.of NOph07 were obtained on April 6, 2007 also with the0.6-m telesope of Osservatorio Astronomio G. Shiaparelli(Varese, Italy), equipped with a grating spetrograph andSBIG ST-10XME CCD, 2184�1472 array, 6.8 �m pixel. Theslit width was 2.000. A 600 ln/mm grating was used to overthe 3900-7100 �A range at 1.76 �A/pix, and a 1800 ln/mmgrating for the 6200-6900 �A range at 0.32 �A/pix.3 PROPERTIES OF NOVA OPH 20073.1 Rise, maximum brightness and early delineThe early phase of NOph07 photometri evolution is shownin greater detail in Figure 2. The solid line in the V -bandpanel represents a smoothed interpolation of the observedbehavior, whose delining branh is given by the paraboliexpression V=8:75 + 0:079 � t � 0:00045 � t2 where t isthe time in days from maximum brightness. This expres-sion well �ts the observed deline between t=+6 and t=+65(B=9:78+0:075� t�0:00043� t2 would equally well �t theB-band light-urve over the same period). On top of thissmooth behavior, around maximum brightness NOph07 dis-played an osillation (indiated by the dashed line in Fig-ure 2) that took �8 days to omplete, and reahed a peak-to-valley amplitude �V�1.3 mag.The V -band maximum of NOph07 ourred aroundMarh 28.1, 2007 UT (=2454187.6), when the nova wasmeasured at V=8.52, B � V=+1.12, V � RC=+0.76, V �IC=+1.59 and RC�IC=+0.83. Deline times were tV2 =26.5,tB2 =30, tV3 =48.5 and tB3 =56.5 days. They orrespond to amoderately fast speed lass.The olor hanges of NOph07 around maximum bright-ness have been quite large and poorly orrelated amongthe various bands (f Figure 2), amounting to �(B �V )=0.51, �(V � RC)=0.20, �(V � IC)=0.38, �(RC �IC)=0.19 mag. One the osillation noted around maxi-mum quenhed down, the evolution of olors settled ontoa smooth behaviour similarly to that of V -band lighturve. 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{5



Optial evolution of Nova Ophiuhi 2007 = V2615 Oph 3

Figure 3. Spetral appearane of Nova Oph 2007 on 6 and 4 days before maximum and 9 days past it. The ordinate sale is the samefor all spetra, whih are ontinuum normalized and o�-set for better visibility.The paraboli �ts given as solid lines in Figure 2 orresp-donds to B � V = 1:165 � 0:0211 � t + 0:00044 � t2 andV � IC = 1:566 + 0:0205 � t� 0:00038 � t2 (between t=+6and t=+65).The initial rise of NOph07 to maximum was fast. Naka-mura (2007) reports that nothing was visible at nova posi-tion down to 13.0 mag at t=�10.3 days, and down to 11.3mag at t=�9.3 days aording to Tago (2007). Combiningwith disovery magnitude estimates reported in IAUC 8824(f Figure 2), this orresponds to a rising rate faster than1.2 mag day�1. At t=�6.5, when the nova was �V�0.9mag below maximum, it slowed its rising rate, entered a pre-maximum halt phase and ompleted the rise to maximumat a more leisurely 0.14 mag day�1 rate.3.2 Reddeningvan den Bergh and Younger (1987) derived a mean intrin-si olor (B � V )Æ=+0.23 �0.06 for novae at maximum,and (B � V )Æ=�0.02 �0.04 for novae at t2. We measuredfor NOph07 B � V=+1.12 at maximum and B � V=+0.89at t2, whih orrespond respetively to EB�V =0.89 andEB�V=0.91. In the rest of this paper we will adoptEB�V=0.90 for NOph07 (orresponding to AV=2.85 andAB=3.78 for a standard RV=3.1 extintion law), whih isin good agreement with a preliminary EB�V=1.0 redden-ing estimate from infrared OI emission lines by Rudy et al.(2007). The large reddening a�eting NOph07 is on�rmedby the large equivalent width of interstellar NaI D lines thatare easily visible on our low resolution spetra superimposedon the emission omponent of NaI D P-Cyg pro�le of thenova (but not visible at the ompressed sale of Figure 3).The resolution of these spetra is however too low to givea reliable measure of the equivalent width of NaI D fromwhih to derive EB�V via the Munari and Zwitter (1997)

alibration. From these interstellar NaI D lines, we an onlyplae a EB�V>0.7 lower limit to the reddening.3.3 DistaneThe rate of deline from maximum and the observed magni-tude 15 days past maximum are alibrated tools to estimatedistanes to novae.Published relations between absolute magnitude andrate of deline generally take the form Mmax = �n log tn +�n. Cohen (1988) MV -tV2 and Shmidt (1957) MV -tV3 rela-tions provide MV =�7.27 MV =�7.29 for NOph07, respe-tively. Capaioli et al. (1989) and Shmidt-Kaler (1965,f Duerbek 1981) MB-tB2 relation give MB=�7.24 andMB=�7.46, respetively. de Vauouleurs (1978) and Pfau(1976) MB-tB3 relations lead toMB=�7.10 andMB=�7.52,respetively, while della Valle and Livio (1995) s-shapedrelation alibrated on novae in LMC and M31 providesMV=�7.56. Busombe and de Vauouleurs (1955) suggestedthat all novae have the same absolute magnitude 15 daysafter maximum light. Di�erent alibrations of their relationare available from Busombe and de Vauouleurs (1955),Shmidt (1957), Pfau (1976), de Vauouleurs (1978), Co-hen (1985), van den Bergh and Younger (1987), van denBergh (1988), Capaioli et al. (1989) and Downes and Duer-bek (2000). The brightness of NOph07 15 days after maxi-mum light, derived from the paraboli �ts in Figure 2, wasV15=9.83 and B15=10.81 (�0.015).The mean value for all these distane estimates (and itserror of the mean) is d=3.7 �0.2 kp. At suh distane theabsolute magnitudes of NOph07 at maximum would havebeen MmaxV =�7.2 and MmaxB =�7.0, and the height abovethe galati plane is z=215 p, whih is within the vertialsale height of the galati Thin Disk. 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{5
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Figure 4. Continuum normalized H� pro�le of Nova Oph 2007on 6 and 4 days before maximum and 9 days past it, at the sametime of the low-res spetra of Figure 3. The �t with the emissionand absorption omponents detailed in Table 2 is overplotted.3.4 Dust formation ?Rudy et al. (2007) reported dust formation ouring inNOph07 during May 2007, when their infrared spetra ofthe nova were haraterized by persisting low ionization on-ditions, being dominated by FeII, NI, OI and CI emissionlines. Aording to Rudy et al., the dust was absent on theirMay 7 (t=+50 days) observations and was instead substan-tially present on May 31 (t=+74) when they estimated fromOI emission lines the reddening a�eting the nova to haveinreased from EB�V=1.0 to 1.3.Dust generally forms in novae during the transition fromstellar to nebular spetra, right when the high ionizationrapidly sweeps through the ejeta (Gehrz et al. 1998, Shoreand Gehrz 2004). Thus, the Rudy et al. (2007) announe-ment of dust forming in NOph07 during persistent, low ion-ization onditions would orrespond to an unusual behaviourfor a nova. The event also has no ounterpart on the opti-al lighturve of Figure 1, where all olors on May 31 areappreiably bluer than on May 7, ontrary to the reportedinrease by 0.3 in EB�V .Dust ould have formed later, three months and�V=5.5 mag past maximum, peaking on June 22. Super-imposed on a smooth light- and olor-evolution, the nova

Table 2. Helioentri veloity, veloity span at half maximum,equivalent width and integrated absolute ux (in erg m�2 se�1)of the emission and absorption omponents of the H� pro�lesshown in Figure 4. RV� VHM e.w. Flux(km/s) (km/s) (�A)2007, Marh 22.19emission {44 780 {38.0 3.24�10�11absorptions {642 332 5.4 {4.60�10�12{969 387 4.1 {3.49�10�122007, Marh 24.18emission {4 571 {8.7 9.41�10�12absorptions {541 301 3.9 {4.22�10�12{886 484 2.5 {2.70�10�122007, April 6.10emission {44 1455 {248.6 2.32�10�10absorptions {697 430 32.0 {3.00�10�11{1425 506 12.5 {1.16�10�11displayed between t�+82 and t�+100 a fading and reov-ery in brightness, paralleled by �rst reddening and then areturn to normal optial olors. The event well doumentedby Figure 1, amounted to �B=1.8 mag, �(B�V )=0.4 and�(V � IC)=0.6, whih niely orrespond to an inrease inthe reddening by �EB�V=0.44.For a normal RV=3.1 extition law, a �EB�V=0.44dust ondensation event should produe �(V � RC)=0.28and �(RC�IC)=0.35 reddenings. We have instead observed�(V �RC)=0.5 and �(RC�IC)=0.1, that would orrespondto �EB�V=0.80 and 0.12, respetively. Even if the meanvalue would well agree with �EB�V=0.44 derived from B,V and IC olors, nevertheless the observed �(V �RC) and�(RC � IC) requires an explanation. To this aim, it is suÆ-ient that a fration of ux in the H�+[NII℄ 6458-84 �A emis-sion blend originates from gas external to the region wheredust ondensed. This emission blend usually aounts forthe vast majority of the ux in the RC-band of novae dur-ing advaned deline. For sake of disussion, if we assumethat in NOph07 at the time of the �EB�V=0.44 dust on-densation event the H�+[NII℄ blend was ontributing 80%of the olleted RC-band ux, to aount for the observed�(V�RC)=0.5 and �(RC�IC)=0.1 it is enough that 10% ofthe H�+[NII℄ 6458-84 �A ux was not a�eted by the extin-tion. This ould be easily the ase beause [NII℄ originates inthe most external parts of the ejeta, where the gas densityis possibly too low to support fast and eÆient dust grainformation.To be properly addressed, the issue as to whether dustatually formed in Nova Oph 2007, when and how muh, andits radial loation within the expanding ejeta, will have towait for the publiation of all available information, expe-ially infrared and spetrosopi data.3.5 Spetral evolutionThe evolution of low-resolution spetra of NOph07 aroundmaximum brightness is presented in Figure 3, where all sig-ni�ant emission lines are identi�ed. We obtained the �rst 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{5
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Figure 5. Evolution around maximum brightness of the FWHMof the emission omponent of H� pro�le (ordinate sale at left)and of the veloity of the pre-maximum absorption system (ordi-nate sale at right). Data from Table 2 and Naito and Narusawa(2007) for t=�7.3. The �ts are explained in Set. 3.5.spetrum at t=�6. It is a haraterized by low ionizationonditions and weak emission lines of mainly FeII, Balmerand OI, anked by P-Cyg absorption pro�les. The overallintensity of absorption lines, in partiular of CH 4310 �A,CaII H and K, NaI D and H support a lassi�ation asan F2-3 supergiant (allowing for a slight overabundane ofCarbon in the ejeta, as typial of novae). This mathes theobserved B�V=+1.0 olor on the same UT date. Two dayslater and 0.2 mag loser to maximum brightness on t=�4,all emission lines had weakened onsiderably, with only H�,[OI℄ 7772 �A and FeII 4923, 5018 �A lines still displaying adetetable emission omponent. At the same time the un-derlying absorption spetrum inreased, following a patternquite typial for novae (f MLaughlin 1960, hereafter M60)that sees a derease in the ionization onditions and ool-ing of the spetral ontinuum along the rise to maximumbrightness, and a reversed pattern durind the deline fromit. The intensity of the absorption lines suggest an F5 super-giant to be the losest spetral lassi�ation. Remarkablystrong di�use interstellar bands (in partiular 4430, 5780,6284 and 6614 �A) and interstellar lines (NaI D and CaII Hand K) rise above the ontinuum of Figure 3. The spetrumfor t=+9 and �V=0.9 mag down from maximum is that ofa lassial FeII-lass nova, with all relevant FeII multipletsin emission, Balmer and NaI lines also in strong emission,and feeble traes of [OI℄, CII, [NII℄ and NII just beginningto emerge.Figure 4 presents the evolution of the H� pro�le fromhigh resolution observations obtained on the same dates ofthe low resolution spetra of Figure 3. All three pro�leslearly indiate the presene of two absorption omponentsin addition to the emission one. A �tting with three gaus-sian omponents is overplotted to the observed pro�les inFigure 4, and their radial veloity, FWHM, equivalent widthand absolute ux are listed in Table 2. The post maximumspetrum on t=+9 is haraterized by an expansion veloityof the ejeta (estimated from the H� emission omponent)of 730 km se�1, and the presene of the prinipal and dif-fuse enhaned absorption systems, whose displaement fromthe emission omponent are �650 and 1380 km/s, respe-

tively. The statistial relations by M60 would predit for thet2, t3 deline rates of NOph07 a veloity for these absorp-tion systems of 700 and 1350 km/s, pretty lose to observedvalues.Figure 5 illustrates the evolution with time of theFWHM of the H� emission omponent and of the radialveloity of the prinipal absorption system, ombining datain Table 2 with Naito and Narusawa (2007) earlier measure-ment for t=�7.3. Both suggest an evolution that reahesminimum values around the time of maximum brightness,as observed in other novae (f. M60). For sake of dou-mentation and without attahing to them exessive signi�-ane given the limited number of observational points theyrest upon, the paraboli �tting in Figure 5 of the FWHMof the H� emission omponent is given by FWHM=470 +13.8�t+10:6� t2, and that for the veloity of the prinipalabsorption system is RadVel = �190 + 32�t� 9:4� t2.3.6 Late photometri evolutionThe photometri evolution presented in Figure 1 is hara-terized by a marked attening, settling in around t=+130,that interrupted the normal deline when the nova was�V=7.0 mag fainter than maximum. The e�et is real be-ause (i) it is present in data olleted independently withdi�erent instruments, and (ii) there is no evidene for anoptial faint ompanion neither in our images, nor in DSS,2MASS or DENIS survey data down to V �20 mag, whihould have perturbed the measurement of NOph07. The ap-proahing onjuntion with the Sun stopped our monitoringat t=+200 and with it the possibility to further follow thisinteresting photometri phase.REFERENCESBusombe, W., de Vauouleurs, G. 1955, Obs. 75, 170Capaioli, M. et al. 1989, AJ 97, 1622Cohen J.G. 1985, ApJ 292, 90Cohen J.G. 1988, ASP Conf Ser 4, 114Das, R.K. et al. 2007, CBET 925Downes,R.A., Duerbek, H.W. 2000, AJ, 120, 2007della Valle, M., Livio, M. 1995, ApJ 452, 704de Vauouleurs, G. 1978, ApJ 223, 351Duerbek, H.W. 1981, PASP 93, 165Gehrz, R.D. et al. 1998, PASP 110, 3Henden, A., Munari, U. 2007, IBVS 5769MLaughlin D.B. 1960, in Stellar Atmospheres, J.L.Greenstein ed., Univ. Chiago Press, page 585Munari, U., Zwitter, T. 1997, A&A 318, 269Munari U. et al. 2007, CBET 906Naito, H., Narusawa, S. 2007, IAUC 8824Nakano S. 2007, IAUC 8824Pfau, W. 1976, A&A 50, 113Rudy, R.J. et al. 2007, IAUC 8846Shmidt Th. 1957, ZA 41, 182Shore, S.N., Gehrz, R.D. 2004, A&A 417, 695van den Bergh, S. 1988, PASP 100, 8van den Bergh, S., Younger, P.F. 1987, A&AS 70, 125This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX �le preparedby the author. 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{5
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